
NEW

XYANA smart®

E N G L I S H

G e n e r a l  p u r p o s e  m e a s u r i n g 
software for manual coordinate 
measuring machine



Innovative software to conduct 
measurement in a more intuitive, 

easier, and simpler way

Applicable Models :
Joystick-type coordinate measuring 
machine
XYZAX mju NEX J

Manual coordinate 
measuring machine
XYZAX SVF NEX



To make preparation and measurement 
simpler and more efficient 

　――Newly developed intuitive UI
　―― Various functions and voice guidance to support coordinate 

system setting and measurement
　―― A joystick machine can be upgraded to a semi-CNC machine

For highly reliable measurement
　――Probe alert and calibration alert
　―― Accurate geometric deviation calculation based on actually 

measured points
　――Temperature correction function



Six languages are supported: 
Japanese, English, Chinese, Thai, Vietnamese, and Indonesian. *Korean will be added.

Japanese Chinese
(Traditional Chinese
  /Simplified Chinese)

Thai Vietnamese Indonesian

English

To make preparation and measurement　　　simpler and more efficient 

Intuitive UI supporting both touch input and key-in

Items such as functions, conditions, and measurement results are shown 
in large size for easy-to-see and easy-to-touch operation. Preparation, 
measurement and evaluation can be performed as a flow with simple 
procedures and unified operation from top to bottom and from left to 
right.
Both touch and keyboard input can be performed quickly and efficiently 
by using shortcut keys and codes assigned to items.



Use a code to search the function  
to be executed
Search Bar

All operation flows from top to bottom
Smart Function List
・ Functions are categorized and arranged from top to 

bottom in order of use.
・Categories shown on the screen change automatically. 
・Necessary operation can be performed without hesitation.

・ Enter a 3-digit code to search the function.
・ Candidates are shown based on the entered value on 

a real-time basis.
・ The function to be executed can be found easily 

without stress.

No worry even when you don't know how to do
User’s Guide
・User’s Guide is available in the software
・Explanation is simple with numerous images.
・ User’s Guide is available in all languages supported by XYANA SmartⓇ.

Display example at 
pre-measurement 

preparation

Display example 
at measurement

To make preparation and measurement　　　simpler and more efficient 



To make preparation and measurement 　　 simpler and more efficient 

No hesitation in operation shortens the duration of preparation  
and measurement

Example) How the AI function judges a geometric feature as "cylinder"

●  Voice guidance function for efficient and safe measurement
This is a new function to support the operator in operation. In addition to easy-
to-see display, voice guidance helps the operator in coordinate system setting 
by reading the results of automatic coordinate system setting and providing 
coordinate system assistance in voice. When the AI function (automatic feature 
judgement) is used, the name of the automatically judged geometric feature 
is read out. Since the operator does not need to look at the display during 
feature measurement, and may keep an eye on the workpiece to conduct 
measurement efficiently and safely. According to the XYANA smart® setting, 
the language for voice guidance is automatically changed between Japanese, 
English, Chinese, Thai, Vietnamese, and Indonesian.

Please measure  
plane 1.

Plus Z aligned.

Circle Plane Cone

●AI function for automatic geometric feature judgement
This function automatically judges geometric features (points, lines, circles, spheres, planes, cylinders, cones, etc.) while conducting 
measurement by considering the number of measurement points, directions, etc.
Measurement can be performed efficiently without specifying a geometric feature before each measurement. It also has an excellent 
function to automatically conduct coordinate system setting by setting automatically judged geometric feature as a reference plane or origin.



●  Coordinate system assist/automatic setting functions to make coordinate 
system setting easier
Coordinate system assist function assists the operator by showing the procedure on the screen when conducting coordinate 
system setting before measurement. Coordinate system setting can be completed simply by selecting a coordinate system 
for the shape of the workpiece and performing probing according to the procedure on the screen.

Automatic coordinate system setting function estimates an coordinate system based on the probed points and automatically 
sets the origin. While coordinate system assist function supports inexperienced operators in coordinate system setting, 
automatic coordinate system setting function helps experienced operators who can estimate probing points needed for 
coordinate system setting and makes setting work more efficient.

Z

X

Y

Before coordinate system setting Continuous measurement of points needed 
for coordinate system setting
(Example: 4 points on the upper surface, 2 points 
on the front surface, and 1 point on the right side)

Automatic coordinate system 
setting is complete!

Measurement of more than 2 points on 
the upper surface

Measurement of more than 2 points on 
a circle 

Measurement of more than one point of 
the front surface

Coordinate system assist function examples

Automatic coordinate system setting function examples 

To make preparation and measurement 　　 simpler and more efficient 

Plane

OriginPoint

Upper surface 
measurement,
Automatic plane 
recognition

Front surface 
measurement,
Automatic line 
recognition

Right side measurement,
Automatic point recognition,
Coordinate system setting is 
complete

Hole inner diameter 
measurement,Automatic 
circle recognition

Line

How AI function combined with automatic coordinate system setting function measures a workpiece 
(hole measurement)

Screen operation is not needed as the procedure flows smoothly!

Hole measurement
 starts

Hole measurement 
finishes

AI function AI function AI function
AI function combined 

with automatic 
coordinate system 

setting function



●  User code function allowing the operator to register preparation, measurement,  
and evaluation procedures freely
Up to 100 XYANA smart Ⓡ function procedures can be registered as user codes, including measurement preparation such 
as calibration and coordinate system setting, feature creation, actual measurement, post-measurement evaluation and other 
auxiliary functions. Functions are automatically performed according to the set procedure by calling a user code. Efficient 
measurement can be performed without searching the function to be executed or manually switching the screen.

Select a user code

Execute the registered user code

Register the function to be executed for that user code

Execute the functions in the order of registration
Measurement can be performed without hesitation

To make preparation and measurement   　　simpler and more efficient 

No hesitation in operation shortens the duration of preparation and measurement



●  User code function allowing the operator to register preparation, measurement,  
and evaluation procedures freely

●  Automatic termination function to automatically confirm the feature solely by probing

●Circle and cylinder measurement with a stylus suited to the measurement section

●  Automatic inner hole diameter measurement function to upgrade a joystick 
machine to a semi-CNC machine

In general manual measurement, after probing and 
creating a geometric feature such as a circle, termination 
(feature confirmation) should be performed manually for 
each time. For XYANA smartⓇ , however, the number of 
probing points at which termination is performed can be 
set in advance. This allows for automatic feature creation 
and termination simply by conducting probing. Since no 
manual termination is required, measurement is made 
more efficient. In addition, variations in measurement 
results due to differences in the number of measurement 
points can be eliminated because the number of 
probing points for termination can be uniformly set for all 
operators.

Conventional software for manual machines requires the use of 
styli uses with the same ball diameter when measuring a circle 
or cylinder with more than one stylus. Whereas, XYANA Smart  Ⓡ 
allows the operator to combine styli with different ball diameters. 
For example, if there is a small hole in the area to be measured, 
that hole is measured with a stylus with a smaller diameter, and the 
other sections such as a plane can be measured with a stylus with a 
larger diameter. This would produce stable measurement results. 

Unique auto probing function equipped in the joystick machine XYZAX mju NEX J can be further upgraded. 
This is a joystick machine, but it can perform automatic probing of 4 points along the hole inner diameter by simply pressing 
a button, making measurement simpler and more efficient.

If you press the button at 
the height where you want 
to conduct measurement,

Conventional software

Styli with the same 
diameter should be used

XYANA smart®

Styli with different 
diameters can be used

4 points along the hole inner diameter are measured automatically!

To make preparation and measurement   　　simpler and more efficient 



For highly reliable measurement

Any factors that may negatively affect measurement results are 
eliminated in advance, Can be utilized to prevent breakdown and 
shipment of defective products

●Temperature alert to facilitate measurement under proper temperature conditions
For machines equipped with a temperature sensor for 
the scale or workpiece*, the temperature of the scale 
or workpiece is monitored on a real-time basis, and 
alert is shown when the temperature deviates from 
the threshold of the range between the maximum and 
minimum temperatures. This is to prevent the start of 
measurement under improper temperature conditions 
and lead to proper measurement.

●Probe alert to prevent the operation stoppage of coordinate measuring machine
This function shows alert when the number of 
probing reaches the threshold determined in advance 
during calibration or measurement. The use of probe 
alert enables the operator to replace probe modules 
before they expire service life and break. This 
can prevent unscheduled stoppage of coordinate 
measuring machine in operation.

●  Calibration alert to raise measurement reliability with the application of proper 
calibration results
This function judges whether the calibration result 
is acceptable or not by using the maximum and 
minimum stylus diameters and standard deviation   
set as threshold.
When the calibration results is not good, alert 
is shown when applying the result. The use of 
calibration alert prevents the application mistake 
of calibration results deemed unacceptable due to 
the wear of the stylus tip ball or deterioration of the 
calibration sphere. This would eventually raise the 
reliability of the measurement results.



Support for accurate measurement that reflects the actual conditions

●Temperature correction to reduce the impact of temperature changes
When the temperature of the scale or workpiece is 
entered, this function corrects the measurement results 
as the measurement were conducted at 20 ℃ . By 
correcting the impact of temperature changes to the 
measurement results, the dimensions of the workpiece or 
geometric deviation can be evaluated more accurately. 
For machines equipped with a temperature sensor for 
the scale or workpiece*, the operator does not need to 
enter temperature.  Instead, the machine acquires real-
time temperature information and automatically conducts 
correction.
* Installing temperature sensors to the scale or workpiece for 
machines supported by XYANA smartⓇ will be handled separately.

●Accurate geometric deviation calculation based on probed points

For example, from several probed points included 
in point features, the maximum and minimum 
points in the specified direction can be extracted. 
Therefore, more accurate evaluation can be made, 
by generating plane from 3 convex points that 
are in physical contact with the rough surface and 
performing space correction. 

For example, when you evaluate the squareness 
of the sides of the workpiece as in the figure on 
the right, the conventional software for manual 
measurement calculates the squareness based on a 
plane created by probing the sides. XYANA smart® 
can make evaluation with a calculation method in 
compliance with the standard based on actual values 
from probing the sides.

Two parallel planes

Datum A
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ISO 9001 and  ISO 14001 awarded to the Hachioji and Tsuchiura Plants

We reserve the right to change the contents of this catalog, 
including product specifications, without notice when products are updated. 

Some of our products shall be controlled by the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act, 
and required an export license by the Japanese Government.
Regarding exporting the products and/or providing a non-resident with technologies, 
please consult Tokyo Seimitsu.
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